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Southwestern OklahomaState University
One Hundred and Thirteenth 
Annual Spring Convocation
Saturday, the Sixth of May 
Two Thousand Seventeen 
At Ten O’clock and Two O’Clock 
Includes Fall 2016, Spring 2017, 
probable Sum & Fall 2017 graduates
Weatherford, Oklahoma
CONVOCATION EXERCISES
Pioneer Cellular Event Center
Saturday, May 6, 2017
10:00 am & 2:00 pm
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture.............................................Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
National Anthem........................................................Francis Scott Key
Stephanie Bates, Soprano
Welcome................................................. .................Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks................................................... Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA..................................................... Tanner Boyd
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate...............................Dr. Thomas McNamara
Faculty Senate President
Special Music
“You’ll Never Walk Alone”...................................... Rodgers-Hammerstein
Kristen Williams, Soprano
Recognition of 2017 Distinguished Alumni....................... Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Jack Bonny, Lori (Baker) Boyd, Patrick Riley Griffin,
Lori (Wallace) Harper, Dr. Joey Martin
Presentation of Candidates...............................................Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees...............................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5...................................Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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Candidates for Degrees
Graduation is official provided a ll degree requirements are completed
Associate Degrees
Allison Alvarado AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Weatherford, OK
Linsey Brooke Barger § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Anadarko, OK
Emma Kate Bellofatto AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Chrissy Dawn Chandler § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Frederick, OK
Sarah Jade DeLong § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Elgin, OK
Lauren Matlock AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Indiahoma, OK
Lara Victoria Leach AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Stillwater, OK
Angela Riggs Loe § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Ginger Lee Long § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Childress, TX
Chelby Lynn Mansel AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Walters, OK
Cheryl Diane Morris AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Clinton, OK
Trisha L. Newby » AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Calumet, OK
Christa Ann Pulliam AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Kassie Ann Swanda AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Apache, OK
Conner Celea Zaloudek § AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Enid, OK
Jean A. Anders » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Fort Sill, OK
Sarah Ann Cloyd § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Fort Cobb, OK
Tiffany Harmon § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Wilburton, OK
Isis Faith Hilton AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Marietta, OK
Stormi Rashel Kelley AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Carnegie, OK
Allison Rebecca Layden AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Oklahoma City, OK
Taylor McKenzie Lette AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Ardmore, OK
Angelica Christina Lopez » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Lawton, OK
Karina Aideth Martinez § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Olustee, OK
Britton Alexandra Murphree » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Duncan, OK
Stephen Charles Nelms § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Frederick, OK
Dakota Kelso Shepherd AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Yukon, OK
Melissa Irene Sinko AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Chickasha, OK
Jarred L. Stockton § AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Yukon, OK
Shelby Marie Thornton » AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Altus, OK
HelgaWartena ‡ AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Lawton, OK
Choya L. Gamboa AS in Tribal Administration Clinton, OK
Vivian Mae Lime AS in Tribal Administration Thomas, OK
Riley Hugh Akin AS in Wildland Firefighting Davidson, OK
Connor Douglas Couch AS in Wildland Firefighting Vinita, OK
Austin Thomas Ewing AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
Cody Ewing § AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
Charlie Wayne Hess AS in Wildland Firefighting Fail-view, OK
Austen Guy Hunt AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
Dustin M. Johnson AS in Wildland Firefighting Taylor, TX
Kaleb Brandon Keith AS in Wildland Firefighting Elk City, OK
George Edward Mas ‡ AS in Wildland Firefighting Moore, OK
Brendan Kyle Moser § AS in Wildland Firefighting Anadarko, OK
Jarech Preston Page » AS in Wildland Firefighting Edmond, OK
Wesly Smalley Rose § AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
Colby Lee Sander AS in Wildland Firefighting Seiling, OK
Tyler Ray Schmidt AS in Wildland Firefighting Barnsdall, OK
Quentin Reid Shelton AS in Wildland Firefighting Geary, OK
Justin Alan Smith § AS in Wildland Firefighting Decatur, TX
Alexander T. Thurman AS in Wildland Firefighting Weatherford, OK
Cristian Word AS in Wildland Firefighting Arnett, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Bachelor’s Degrees -  College of Arts and Sciences
Thomas Edward Burghardt BFA in Graphic Design Geary, OK
Marc Michael Evans BFA in Graphic Design Ventura, CA
Ana Laura Gomez Moreno BFA in Graphic Design Morelia, Mexico
Odessa Michelle Talley BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Hafith Hamid Uresi BFA in Graphic Design Nairobi, Kenya
Paige Elizabeth Worlund BFA in Graphic Design Shawnee, OK
Trenton LeRoyce Washington Jr. BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Weatherford, OK
Emeche Kingsley Obiazor Wells BFA in Two-Dimensional Studio Oakdale, MN
Candice Marie Anthony BAEd in Art Education Weatherford, OK
Cheyanne Floyd BAEd in Art Education Mountain View, OK
Mary Ashley Keen BAEd in Art Education Weatherford, OK
Nicole Birkenfeld Laitran » BAEd in Art Education Weatherford, OK
Britany Ann Abner BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Reemah Hadher Alkhaldi § BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Stacey Brette Bailey ‡ BA in Communication Arts Cherokee, OK
Timothy James Comstock BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Kasey Lynn Delk ‡ BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Emily Grace Garcia BA in Communication Arts Lees Summit, MO
Lakin Michelle Hardzog BA in Communication Arts Elgin, OK
Bailey Ranae Hood BA in Communication Arts Calumet, OK
Conner Danae Kent § BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
MaKenli Louise Ladd § BA in Communication Arts Elgin, OK
Katie Michelle Lafferty § BA in Communication Arts Fletcher, OK
Delmi Menendez BA in Communication Arts Fort Smith, AR
Ayodele M. Ojo Jr. BA in Communication Arts Mayflower, AR
Caylie Ashton Patton ‡ BA in Communication Arts Tecumseh, OK
Kierra Faye Prewitt BA in Communication Arts Cordell, OK
William Lee Sagraves BA in Communication Arts West Lebanon, NH
Corianne Rushell Fairchild-Scott BA in Communication Arts Leedey, OK
Jennifer Steiner § BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Jessica Marie Tortorelli BA in Communication Arts Trinidad, CO
Jacob Martin Bellamy § BS in Biological Sciences Anadarko, OK
Susan Ma mbei Eno BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford, OK
Susan E. Fanning BS in Biological Sciences Woodward, OK
Jessica Lynn Huffman » BS in Biological Sciences Binger, OK
Alexandra Kait Jordan BS in Biological Sciences Blanchard, OK
Taylor Jo King » BS in Biological Sciences Lawton, IA
Colby Byron May » BS in Biological Sciences Fort Cobb, OK
Tyler Joshua Mitchum » BS in Biological Sciences Minco, OK
Emily D. Morgan BS in Biological Sciences Harrah, OK
Cameron Edward Nix ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford, OK
Kaitlin Raschel Nootbaar ‡ BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford, OK
Catherine L. Patron BS in Biological Sciences Clinton, OK
Jaci Dane Peetoom BS in Biological Sciences Bluff City, KS
Alexis Ann Schroeder BS in Biological Sciences Hydro, OK
Maddi Paige Stuart » BS in Biological Sciences Follett, TX
Ashley Powers Watson, ‡ H BS in Biological Sciences Loco, OK
Reine Sinthia Youmbi Yamdjeu § BS in Biological Sciences Douala, Cameroon
Alfa Alemu Abame BS in Biomedical Sciences Stillwater, OK
Brendon Edward Hines § BS in Biomedical Sciences Woodward, OK
Ariana Dawn Olson BS in Biomedical Sciences Evans, CO
Amy Abigail Vega § BS in Biomedical Sciences Clinton, OK
Forrest Brandon Witt ‡ BS in Biomedical Sciences Stillwater, OK
Sara Ann Hutchinson » BS in Environmental and Organismal Biology Oklahoma City, OK
Rachel Lee Wallace BS in Environmental and Organismal Biology Mustang, OK
Colby Byron May » BS in Medical Laboratory Sciences Fort Cobb, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Bradly Ellis Burke § BS in Microbiology Norman, OK
Shellae Donita Thompson BS in Microbiology Clinton, OK
Jonathan Reed Allen § BSEd in Natural Sciences Education Albert, OK
Cori Nicole Kelly BSEd in Natural Sciences Education Heath, TX
Kaitlin Raschel Nootbaar BSEd in Natural Sciences Education Weatherford, OK
Steven Thomas Whalen BSEd in Natural Sciences FHucation Minco, OK
Olga Fabrizi-Harvey BA in Chemistry Yukon, OK
Yesenia Hernandez BA in Chemistry Clinton, OK
Christopher Dientrung Pham » BA in Chemistry Fort Smith, AR
Jessica Rose Vo ‡ BA in Chemistry Oklahoma City, OK
John Paul Woods BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Payton Myriah LaGuinn Wright » BA in Chemistry Elk City, OK
Caleb Achiri BS in Chemistry Arlington, TX
Vivian Andres Bird BS in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Gwendolyn Erin Burgess » BS in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Dustin J. Davilla BS in Chemistry Anadarko, OK
Will Davis BS in Chemistry Elk City, OK
Samantha Beth Grace Hamburger BS in Chemistry Blair, OK
Donald Gail Jones § BS in Chemistry Elk City, OK
Nathan Seigrist BS in Chemistry El Maton, TX
John(Phuong) Duy Bui » BS in Chemistry - Professional Oklahoma City, OK
Daniel Ramirez BS in Chemistry - Professional Mustang, OK
Abdulhamid Mohammed Albokhader BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Kenyatta Irungu Brown BS in Engineering Physics Purcell, OK
Brennon C. Cupp § BS in Engineering Physics Woodward, OK
Dakota Shaw Davis BS in Engineering Physics Woodward, OK
Luke Aaron Kraft ‡ BS in Engineering Physics Thomas, OK
Jeffery Smith BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Glen Springer BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, Ok
John Paul Woods ‡ BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Kenneth L. Beck BA in English Stroud, OK
Marisa Lyn Bolin BA in English Hobart, OK
Jarrod Michael Ford BA in English Weatherford, OK
Molly Jessica Hawkins § BA in English Weatherford, OK
Tara Morgan Hintchel BA in English Hinton, OK
Jamie L. Holsapple BA in English Oakwood, OK
Taylor Michelle Holt » BA in English Kingfisher, OK
J.M. Kinniburgh § BA in English Oklahoma City, OK
Sandra Lynn Pratt § BA in English Athens, AL
Amber Shyan Simons BA in English Elk City, Ok
Justin Evan Tharp » BA in English Custer City, OK
Michael Angelo Perez BA in Spanish Altus, OK
Cristian Word BA in Spanish Arnett, OK
Alexa Jade Ellis BAEd in English Education Fort Cobb, OK
Brittany Morgan Miller BAEd in English Education Cordell, OK
Raegan Nowka BAEd in English Education Hydro, OK
Tara N. Siebert ‡ BAEd in English Education Washington, OK
John (Phuong) Duy Bui BS in Mathematics Oklahoma City, OK
Shae Lauran Bates BSEd in Mathematics Education Jones, OK
Mary Dossanna Jean Miller § BSEd in Mathematics Education Fairview, OK
Lindsay Rochelle Pembrook BSEd in Mathematics Education Fairview, OK
Kyle Stuart Chai BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Oklahoma City, OK
Mary Aleena Hull § BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Martinsburg, WV
Jacie Lynn Hutcherson BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Noble, OK
Didier Suat Furn Khoo § BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Selangor, Malaysia
Josiah Trey Langley BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Weatherford, OK
Brooke Ann McCullough » BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Enid, OK
Madison Brittney Steh BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Flmph. Alpharetta, GA
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Mark Kelly Williams » BM in Music Therapy-Instrumental Emph. Anchorage, AK
Stephanie Renee Bates » BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Midwest City, OK
Hunter Dene’ Boatwright ‡ BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Clinton, OK
Jasmine Adrianna Cabrera BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Moore, OK
Tzu-Chi Belle Lin » BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Laura Motzkus § BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Shawnee, KS
Ali Nicole Richards BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Bethany, OK
Alexandra Grace Robison BM in Music Therapy-Vocal/Keyboard Emph. Oklahoma City, OK
Caleb Everett Broce ‡ BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Moo reland, OK
Vanessa Marie Delgado BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Altus, OK
Davison Nguyen BM in Orchestral Instrument Performance Oklahoma City, OK
Kristen Michelle Williams § BM in Vocal Performance Lawton, OK
Caleb Everett Broce BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Mooreland, OK
Erin Lesley Burris BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Norman, OK
Keely Ann Clements BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Bethany, OK
Nathan Dewayne Godfrey BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Anadarko, OK
Kurt Allen Hall BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Vernon, TX
Kyle Dean Hernasy BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Anadarko, OK
Ashley R. House BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Marlow, OK
Davison Nguyen BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Oklahoma City, OK
Jordan Ray Satterlee § BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Edmond, OK
Ryan Wayne Siebert BMEd in Music Education - Instr/General Washington, OK
Karlee Shae Liner BMEd in Music Education - Vocal/General Oklahoma City, OK
Julianne Birdwell BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Hollis, OK
Jacob J. Cervantes BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Oklahoma City, OK
Ahton Davis Dickey BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Michael Connor O’Brien Garcia BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Kevin Goering BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Mustang, OK
Stephanie Griffith BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Cordell, OK
Natalie Nichole Haworth » BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Kayla Lynn Johnston BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Micah Emily Mathis BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Custer City, OK
Kylan Wesley Mogg » BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Hinton, OK
William Thomas Morse BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Sterling, OK
Chaipen Brant Nease BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Thomas, OK
Caitlyn Diann Parsons BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Blair, OK
Robert Giray Rhynes BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Norman, OK
Gary Jerome Smith BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Macy Christine Stark BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Saeed Ahmed Alkhremy BA in Criminal Justice Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Saud Saad Almutairi BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Michael Stanley Anderson BA in Criminal Justice Mangum, OK
Ahley C. Balay BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
James R. Blood II BA in Criminal Justice Weatherlord, OK
Austin C. Browning § BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Julian Hunter Cole BA in Criminal Justice Bonner springs, KS
Shalyn Marie May Fisher BA in Criminal Justice El Reno, OK
Jose Armando Flores » BA in Criminal Justice Friona, TX
Colton T. Hays § BA in Criminal Justice Hollis, OK
Jacob Micheal Johnson BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Khaila Nicoll Jones § BA in Criminal Justice Clinton, OK
Brooke Rachelle Landes BA in Criminal Justice Cyril, OK
Paige McKenzie Lang BA in Criminal Justice Oklahoma City, OK
Jacqueline Elizabeth Lawler BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Ty Henry Normand » BA in Criminal Justice Carter, OK
Gloria E. Rivera Flores BA in Criminal Justice Laverne, OK
Nicholas Carl Tate BA in Criminal Justice Hobart, OK
Kevin James Williams BA in Criminal Justice Elk City, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Brady Litsch Boyd § BA in History Weatherford, OK
Tanner Brett Boyd ‡ BA in History Weatherford, OK
Corinne Ann Choate BA in History Frisco, TX
Colleen Nicole Garrett » BA in Histoiy Elk City, OK
Kara Lynn Hay BA in History Taloga, OK
Paige Diane Ingraham-Goad BA in History Enid, OK
Kyler Matthew Brackett BAEd in History Education Yukon, OK
Katie Elizabeth Brake BAEd in History Education Leedey, OK
Wyatt Dean Carter BAEd in History Education Okarche, OK
Heath Tyler Holman BAEd in History Education Yukon, OK
Jordan Alyssa Lager ‡ BAEd in History Education Fairbanks, AK
Oran Laub BAEd in History Education Calumet, OK
Zachary J. Maynard BAEd in History Education Davis, OK
Olivia Anne Pannell BAEd in History Education Mabank, TX
Grant Scowden ‡ BAEd in History Education Wister, OK
Katherine Yvonne Sims § BAEd in History Education Tuttle, OK
Victoria Ann Stambaugh » BAEd in History Education Davenport, OK
Norma Gabriela Cossio BA in Political Science Clinton, OK
Evan James Edler § BA in Political Science Elk City, OK
Colton Thomas Lagasse BA in Political Science Edmond, OK
Otoniel Alexander Soza Ramirez § BA in Political Science Matagalpa, Nicaragua
Lupe Nicholas Vidaurri BA in Political Science Sayre, OK
Bachelor's Degrees - College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Mary Katherine Anderson ‡ BSEd in Early Childhood Education Rockwall, TX
Kimberly Dawn Brewster BSEd in Early Childhood Education Hammon, OK
Chandra N. Briggs BSEd in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Rachel Diane Cook § BSEd in Early Childhood Education Tuttle, OK
Kelley Anne Deadwiley § BSEd in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Ashlyn Michelle Dillon BSEd in Early Childhood Education Enid, OK
Krystal Laura Hamilton § BSEd in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Kristie Harris BSEd in Early Childhood Education Watonga, OK
Kadi Danae Henry BSEd in Early Childhood Education Altus, OK
Kirsta Diane Gibbins BSEd in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Ashley Ann Martin BSEd in Early Childhood Education Chickasha, OK
Chelsea Lynn McCuistion BSEd in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Alexa Christine Monczunski BSEd in Early Childhood Education Hobart, OK
McKinzi Dawn Peschl BSEd in Early Childhood Education Chickasha, OK
Tiffani Nicole Ray » BSEd in Early Childhood Education Lindsay, OK
Heather Nicole Russell BSEd in Early Childhood Education Yukon, OK
Rebecca Mae Schweitzer § BSEd in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Kayla Elizabethann Simpson BSEd in Early Childhood Education Germantown, TN
Caitlin Leigh Timmons BSEd in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Ashlee Lynn Trotter BSEd in Early Childhood Education Allen, TX
Brittney Rachelle Webster BSEd in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Amy Michelle Wilczek BSEd in Early Childhood Education Kingfisher, OK
Maddison Grace Aday BSEd in Elementary Education Washington, OK
Sarah Lettice (Thomas) Ball BSEd in Elementary Education Canute, OK
Jessica Rae Barnhill BSEd in Elementary Education Texhoma, OK
Getsemani Barrios Salazar » BSEd in Elementary Education Clinton, OK
Allison Blair Bedell BSEd in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Tyler J. Billen BSEd in Elementary Education Edmond, OK
Katelin Ashley Bledsoe ‡ BSEd in Elementary Education Claremore, OK
Paige Ann Bricker » BSEd in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Jennifer Kathleen Brooks BSEd in Elementary Education Bethany, OK
Jessica Morgan Chase BSEd in Elementary Education Norman, OK
Tammy A. Collier § BSEd in Elementary E ucation Yukon, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Aubrey Mackenzie Davis § BSEd in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Quintin Thomas Dougherty BSEd in Elementary Education Wichita, KS
Lydia Kathryn Durrence BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Laura Justine Gunter BSEd in Elementary Education Blanchard, OK
Charlee Kayee Ford BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Michelle Lynn Garrison BSEd in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Caitlin Raye Gilliland BSEd in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Courtney Lynne Gourdin § BSEd in Elementary Education Tucson, AZ
Brooke L. Whalen BSEd in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Celcie Teresa Koos-Guthrie BSEd in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Caitlyn Brooke Havlik § BSEd in Elementary Education Lawton, OK
Cheriden Nicole Hawk § BSEd in Elementary Education Oklahoma City, OK
Holly Ruth Helm ‡ BSEd in Elementary Education Fairview, OK
Felicia Renee Hitt BSEd in Elementary Education Burns Flat, OK
Brianna Marie Hollister BSEd in Elementary Education Hobart, OK
Taylor Michelle Holt BSEd in Elementary Education Kingfisher, OK
Kennady Lee House § BSEd in Elementary Education Blair, OK
Priya Shawn Humphries BSEd in Elementary Education Dover, OK
Caitlyn Victoria Johnson BSEd in Elementary Education Sayre, OK
Paige Nicole Ketch § BSEd in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Cynthia Dawn Krehbiel BSEd in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Andee Michelle Lantz BSEd in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Mariah Martin § BSEd in Elementary Education Seiling, OK
Paige Nicole Mawson BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Michael Oakly Javanna Mayfield BSEd in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Britney Cheyenne McClure BSEd in Elementary Education Broken Arrow, OK
Cathryn Irene Olsen BSEd in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Jilynn ‘K’ Parkhurst BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Samantha Perry BSEd in Elementary Education Pryor, OK
Heather Lynn Callahan Reeves BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Allison N. Russell BSEd in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Kelsi Ann Schmidtberger BSEd in Elementary Education Houston, TX
Chandler Corrine Smith § BSEd in Elementary Education Hobart, OK
Mikayla Dawn Smith » BSEd in Elementary Education Thomas, OK
Summer Elizabeth Snow BSEd in Elementary Education Blair, OK
Shelby Paige Stapleton ‡ BSEd in Elementary Education Norman, OK
Laci Danell Stegall » BSEd in Elementary Education Burns Flat, OK
Anastasia ‘Stacey Stevenson BSEd in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Shakira L. Thigpen BSEd in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Laken R. Thornton BSEd in Elementary Education Hinton, OK
Jennifer Michelle Travis BSEd in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Kinna Delaney Tutten ‡ BSEd in Elementary Education Roosevelt, OK
Keisha Tyner BSFxl in Elementary Education Sweetwater, OK
Savannah Rae Vaden + BSEd in Elementary Education Lawton, OK
Allison Raye Watson BSEd in Elementary Education Laverne, OK
Teresa Lynn Williams ‡ BSEd in Elementary Education Mustang, OK
Haley Nicole Davis ‡ BSEd in Special Education Lookeba, OK
Miranda Mae McDonald § BSEd in Special Education McKinney, TX
Emily Tydings BSEd in Special Education Enid, OK
Christopher Charles Beach BSEd in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Marcus Cruz Burk BSFxl in Health and Physical Education Amarillo, TX
Dalton Colby Clear BSEd in Health and Physical Education Amarillo, TX
Michaela Ann Davis § BSEd in Health and Physical Education Arapaho, OK
Ashley Marie Filer BSEd in Health and Physical Education Newalla, OK
Tyler Ray Foale § BSEd in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Bryan Dean Holt § BSEd in Health and Physical Education Sentinel, OK
Caleb Vernon Howell BSEd in Health and Physical Education Canton, OK
Joshua Wayne Logan § BSEd in Health and Physical Education Yukon, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); '‡- Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Austin Kruz Lynch BSEd in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Chad D. Miller BSEd in Health and Physical Education Canton, OK
Patton Emery Pugh BSEd in Health and Physical Education Sayre, OK
Karlee Jordan Rains ‡ BSEd in Health and Physical Education Colony, OK
Taylor Edward Rains » BSEd in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Kaley Joann Reding § BSEd in Health and Physical Education Aubrey, TX
Kendi R. Spradlin BSEd in Health and Physical Education Cordell, OK
Kelsey Morgan Visor BSEd in Health and Physical Education Newcastle, OK
Lucas Scott Barry BS in Exercise Science Guthrie, OK
Dillon Thomas Bauer BS in Exercise Science Willis, TX
Brady Litsch Boyd § BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Teverick Dwayne Boyd BS in Exercise Science Dallas, TX
Gregory R. Bruno BS in Exercise Science Midwest City, OK
Taylor Canida » BS in Exercise Science Ada, OK
Zakeius Lee-Sangquin Clerk BS in Exercise Science Desoto, TX
Kyle Andrew Cook BS in Exercise Science Laverne, OK
Kimberly Sue Davis BS in Exercise Science El Reno, OK
Jake Christopher Doyle BS in Exercise Science Yukon, OK
Shannon Nicole Driggers BS in Exercise Science Collinsville, OK
Whitney Nichole Dunn BS in Exercise Science Yukon, OK
Austin Wade Ferguson BS in Exercise Science El Reno, OK
Courtney Marie Flores BS in Exercise Science Plano, TX
Jayden Fox § BS in Exercise Science Woodward, OK
Brady Lee Good BS in Exercise Science El Reno, OK
Nina Rosanna Gregory BS in Exercise Science Fresno, CA
Kody Hammontree BS in Exercise Science Jenks, OK
Sean M. Hart BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Tori Hawk BS in Exercise Science Oklahoma City, OK
Shane Wesley Henderson BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Kevin Scott Joseph BS in Exercise Science North Miami Beach, FL
Bailey King § BS in Exercise Science Boynton, OK
Gage H. Morrow § BS in Exercise Science Hobart, OK
Scott Nelms BS in Exercise Science Frederick, OK
Jerryd Paul Nelson BS in Exercise Science Choctaw, OK
Ethan Luke Nikkei BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Abigail K. Schade BS in Exercise Science Georgetown, TX
Kelby Dan Schick BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Benton Edward Schweinfurth BS in Exercise Science Mustang, OK
Selika Dynae Shives BS in Exercise Science Binger, OK
Mason Snider BS in Exercise Science Duncan, OK
Jacob Colter Stemo BS in Exercise Science Calgary, Canada
Dalton L. Streber BS in Exercise Science Shawnee, OK
Bailey Renae Thrash § BS in Exercise Science Canute, OK
Andreas Torres BS in Exercise Science Shawnee, KS
Maggie Dawn Treadaway ‡ BS in Exercise Science Pocasset, OK
Cheyenne Mariah Trotter BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Amelia Marie Vivo BS in Exercise Science Santa Clara, CA
Miranda Marlene West BS in Exercise Science Celina, TX
Kristin Williams BS in Exercise Science Alex, OK
Alexandria L. Wilson BS in Exercise Science Jonesboro, TX
Mark S. Wrenn BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Augustus Wayne Anderson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Skiatook, OK
Dakota Lee Boren » BS in Parks and Recreation Management Yukon, OK
Jordan Lee Brashear BS in Parks and Recreation Management Bartlesville, OK
Jeffery Alexander Bright BS in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley Renee Bryen » BS in Parks and Recreation Management Moore, OK
James B. Burns BS in Parks and Recreation Management Eufaula, OK
Rachel Marie Clay » BS in Parks and Recreation Management Blair, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Weston James Colvin BS in Parks and Recreation Management Clinton, OK
Sierra Dove BS in Parks and Recreation Management Guthrie, OK
Alexander E. Drake BS in Parks and Recreation Management Altus, OK
Jonathan I. Erickson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Troy, MO
Reece Wayne Fitchue BS in Parks and Recreation Management Fayetteville, AR
Chelsey Lachelle Griffith BS in Parks and Recreation Management Cordell, OK
Austin Hannum BS in Paries and Recreation Management Perry, OK
Cassy Hill BS in Paries and Recreation Management Comanche, OK
Houston Hill ‡ BS in Parks and Recreation Management Elk City, OK
Austen Guy Hunt BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Kaleb Brandon Keith BS in Parks and Recreation Management Elk City, OK
Cale Andrew Longhofer BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Mason Marshall BS in Parks and Recreation Management Binger, OK
George Edward Mas BS in Parks and Recreation Management Moore, OK
John Anderson May BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Lantz D. Parks BS in Parks and Recreation Management Yukon, OK
Jackelyn Maiy Parrish BS in Parks and Recreation Management Okeene, OK
Carl W. Rankin § BS in Parks and Recreation Management Elgin, OK
Roscoe Robert Shealy II BS in Parks and Recreation Management Midwest City, OK
Quentin Reid Shelton BS in Parks and Recreation Management Geary, OK
Blane Whitson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Jasmine Leandra Wilson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Jake Martin Bersche BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Skiatook, OK
JoeDon Ike Bruno BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Karch R. Bullard ‡ BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Jones, OK
Kyle Kent Burbridge § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Cassville, MO
Eric Del Burchett BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Connor Douglas Couch BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Vinita, OK
Tanner W. Cox BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Tyler Bryce Crouch BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Edmond, OK
Erik Christopher Deckert § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Oklahoma City, OK
Austin Thomas Ewing BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Matthew Douglas James Farris § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Ringling, OK
Jaylen Allen Flynn BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Watonga, OK
Amelia Rose Gorshing BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Jesse Hernandez § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Enid, OK
Charlie Wayne Hess BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Fairview, OK
Matthew Harrison Hoffman BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Silas Grant Huereca BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Barrett C. Karlin BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Jesse Nathanial Lingerfelt ‡ BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Lawton, OK
Austin Kale Ludwyck § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Mooreland, OK
Orlando Martinez BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Kaleb Cole McDonald BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Beaver, OK
Connor Paul Newman § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Rush Springs, OK
Jarech Preston Page » BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Edmond, OK
Saul Pina BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Clinton, OK
Michael Bernard Ralston BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Sam Q. Ridenhour § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Colby Lee Sander BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Seiling, OK
Tyler Ray Schmidt BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Barnsdall, OK
Justin Alan Smith BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Decatur, TX
Chase Snyder § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Arlington, TX
Breanna Speaks BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Noble, OK
Seth A. Stivers § BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Luther, OK
Jordan Camille Stone ‡ BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Anadarko, OK
Clark Allen Thiessen BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Alexander T. Thurman BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); »- Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Ray Keoni Walter BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Moore, OK
Landon Ross Whaley BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Collinsville, OK
Christopher D. Womack BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Marlow, OK
Lacey Nicole Bailey BS in Psychology Gracemont, OK
Angela Barnes BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Aubrey Lauren Boor BS in Psychology Wichita, KS
Kristi Lynn Burghardt » BS in Psychology Hitchcock, OK
Aleksi Nichole Cabaniss ‡ BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Morgan Marie Sprague-Chase BS in Psychology Cordell, OK
Leeann Marie Cook BS in Psychology Blanchard, OK
Jennifer Marie Crow ‡ BS in Psychology Piedmont, OK
Hannah Nicole Elrod » BS in Psychology Chickasha, OK
Ma-Ndip Aralf Enoh BS in Psychology Desoto, TX
Robert W. Ford BS in Psychology Okarche, OK
Maci MaShayla Glasscock » BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Samantha Aliza Gonzalez § BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Taya Lin Haney ‡ BS in Psychology Leedey, OK
Kendra Leigh-Ann Hess BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Dylan Allen Hetherington BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Paige Nicole Holt BS in Psychology Granbury, TX
Kristen K. Hooper BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Cassie Lee Klein BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Meagan Lorrinne Lankford BS in Psychology Mountain View, OK
Hayley Mercedes Martin § BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Laurence Devon Maynard BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Victoria Michelle McCann BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Kortney Breigh Skinner Merrell BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Toni Rachel Old BS in Psychology Kaufman, TX
Brenda Berenice Ortiz Lozano » BS in Psychology Altus, OK
Micah Owens BS in Psychology Yukon, OK
Ailee Breanne Nease BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Raechel Elizabeth Pineda § BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Carrie Ann Douglas-Riblet BS in Psychology El Reno, OK
Morgan Taylor Roper BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
John W. Seifried § BS in Psychology Seiling, OK
Kelsie Burae Self BS in Psychology Newalla, OK
Tori Kaye Skinner § BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Victoria Lynn Smith BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Anthony Cole Spires BS in Psychology Jones, OK
Morgan Nicole Swisher » BS in Psychology New Strawn, KS
Carly Beth Wilson BS in Psychology Luther, OK
Katie Ann Yarbrough BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Rachel Mae Yarnell BS in Psychology Anadarko, OK
Ashley Marie Young § BS in Psychology Clinton, OK
Ahmed Abdullah Alghazwi BBA in Accounting Qatif, Saudi Arabia
Lauren Elizabeth Bell BBA in Accounting Burns Flat, OK
Bridget Blood BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Baylea Sue Carrell BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Colton K. Cowan § BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Mallory Alaine Edsel ‡ BBA in Accounting Hennessey, OK
Mary Jane Rainey BBA in Accounting Ringling, OK
Casey Brooke Friesen ‡ BBA in Accounting Pflugerville, TX
Casie Ceira Funk BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Ashtin Taylor Green BBA in Accounting Amber, OK
Robert Kade Hajny BBA in Accounting Thomas, OK
Trevor Jay Harms § BBA in Accounting Cordell, OK
Miranda Paige Hinds » BBA in Accounting Moore, OK
Joshua David Hoffert BBA in Accounting Woodward, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5);  » - Magna Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Megan Huntzinger BBA in Accounting Cordell, OK
Kelli Dawn Easter Leverett § BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Daniel Mefford BBA in Accounting Kiefer, OK
Patrick Thomas Merryman  ‡ BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Sara Ann Michael § BBA in Accounting Piedmont, OK
Randy David Moeller § BBA in Accounting Enid, OK
Ashton Ra’Lynn Reimer § BBA in Accounting Sentinel, OK
Nathan Retherford ‡ BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Julie Nicole Rice BBA in Accounting Minco, OK
Mark Anthony Roles BBA in Accounting Hammon, OK
Francisca Salcido BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Ryan Parker Schmid BBA in Accounting Windsor, CA
Tyler James Smith § BBA in Accounting Duncan, OK
Makayla Diane Tate § BBA in Accounting Seiling, OK
Gage Ackerman Thomas BBA in Accounting Vermillion, SD
Addison Lynn White § BBA in Accounting Newcastle, OK
Whitney Rae Williams BBA in Accounting Yukon, OK
Samuel John Wollmann § BBA in Accounting Bessie, OK
Maegan Rae Yost ‡ BBA in Accounting Kingfisher, OK
Conner Davis Bays BBA in Entrepreneurship Edmond, OK
Caylee Brooke Elkins BBA in Entrepreneurship Altus, OK
Kyle Hay BBA in Entrepreneurship Lindsay, OK
KeAnn LaRae Kelber BBA in Entrepreneurship Rhodes, IA
Krisha Beth Lambertus § BBA in Entrepreneurship Stillwater, OK
Tonya M. Moore BBA in Entrepreneurship Mustang, OK
Tajleed Pascal BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Ashlee Breckon Shrum BBA in Entrepreneurship Yukon, OK
Moath Othman S. Abahussain BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Ahmed Sulaiman Alamri BBA in Finance Muscat, Oman
Mansour Abdulaziz Alkhalifa BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Ali Ibrahim Alkuabiy » BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Ali Mohammed Ridah Almirza BBA in Finance Edmond, OK
Abdulaziz Khaled Almuqbil BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Sufuq Bin Twallah BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Ali Tawfiq Alshawaf § BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Abdullah Abdulrahman A. Altukhayfi BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Omar Ahmed Baghlaf BBA in Finance Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Bridget Blood BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Morgan Marie Sprague-Chase BBA in Finance Cordell, OK
Tyler Crawford BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Amber Abril Fernandez BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Kathryn A. Gibson BBA in Finance Amarillo, TX
Tyler M. Hill BBA in Finance Pollard, AR
Ricki Marie Konze BBA in Finance Sparta, WI
Patrick T homas Meriyman BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Cameron Lee Page § BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Will Robinson » BBA in Finance Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan Parker Schmid BBA in Finance Windsor, CA
Stewart Chase Tripp BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Emily Nicole Watkins BBA in Finance Hydro, OK
Mohammed Jaffer Ahmed Alghazwi BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Yazeed Ali Alalhareth BBA in Management Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Omar Mohammed Albar BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Haitham Talal Aldarbi BBA in Management Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Ali Ibrahim Alkuabiy BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Abdulaziz N. Almotairi ‡ BBA in Management Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Emad Ali Alwesaibie BBA in Management Edmond, OK
Kevin Lee Baker BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Kenley Rose Beard » BBA in Management Piedmont, OK
Amanda L. Bindiff BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Brianna Denea Bogdan BBA in Management Hydro, OK
Britney Lauran Brown » BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Rhetta Anne Cypert » BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Celeste M. Day BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Daylan Drake Dial BBA in Management McKinney, TX
Rebecca Kay Edwards » BBA in Management Anadarko, OK
Ryland M. Ewald BBA in Management Fairview, OK
Kenton Joe Goering BBA in Management Mustang, OK
Jodi Ann Gray BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Alyssa Hernandez BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Kevin Paul Holloway BBA in Management Arnett, OK
Figianna Marie Horn § BBA in Management Elk City, OK
Courtney Lynn Horton BBA in Management Lone Wolf, OK
Jordan Le Jackson BBA in Management Altus, OK
Albert D. Lagman BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Katherine Rose Lambert BBA in Management Sayre, OK
Michael Wray Meeks II § BBA in Management Lookeba, OK
Allison Forest Mogg § BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Kaysi Michael Morrison » BBA in Management El Reno, OK
Marcus Mosi BBA in Management Hayward, CA
Kyra Murphy » BBA in Management Union City, OK
Seth T. Overstreet ‡ BBA in Management Laverne, OK
Dandi Gail Parker § BBA in Management Hydro, OK
Sara Marie Perkins § BBA in Management Moore, OK
Jeremy James Perry BBA in Management Lawton, OK
Devin Jacob Ring BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Brady Lane Roper BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Vanessa Elaine Rudkins § BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Garrett Clay Savage BBA in Management Loco, OK
Jennifer A. Sheffield BBA in Management Sayre, OK
Corvin Jay Smith Jr. § BBA in Management Clinton, OK
John Srader » BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Nathan Taylor BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Stewart Chase Tripp » BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Vanessa D. Welk BBA in Management Sayre, OK
Carly Maria Zak BBA in Management Wylie, TX
Taron Lanae Abner BBA in Marketing Mobile, AL
Riley Hugh Akin BBA in Marketing Davidson, OK
Majed Mohammed Aldawish BBA in Marketing Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Majid Ajmi Aldouish BBA in Marketing Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Ali Tawfiq Alshawaf BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Emad Ali Alwesaibie BBA in Marketing Edmond, OK
Albaraa Mohammed Alzaben BBA in Marketing Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Nolan James Barrientos BBA in Marketing Wichita, KS
Holly RoseAnn Barry BBA in Marketing Oklahoma City, OK
Tanner James Bonham BBA in Marketing Clinton, OK
Jaide Denae Burns BBA in Marketing Foss, OK
Palmer Brent Ferris § BBA in Marketing Yukon, OK
Logan D. Gillock BBA in Marketing Yukon, OK
Jessie Rae Goodwin BBA in Marketing Rockwall, TX
Stefan Eric Bo Idstam BBA in Marketing Mariefred, Sweden
Kenneth Martey BBA in Marketing San Diego, CA
Hayley Mercedes Martin BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Sicily Brooke McAbee BBA in Marketing Elk City, OK
Jill Nicole Nault BBA in Marketing Okeene, OK
Bejohne K. Ndeh BBA in Marketing Silver Spring, MD
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Christina Danielle Perkins § BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Connor Clark Simmons » BBA in Marketing Thomas, OK
Emily Nicole Watkins § BBA in Marketing Hydro, OK
Clay Stephen Wilkerson BBA in Marketing Heath, TX
DeShawn Jamaine Young BBA in Marketing Chickasha, OK
Ayyadah Sufuq Albaiji BS in Computer Science Alsalaimaniyah, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Abdulaziz Aldusaymani BS in Computer Science Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Hassan Abdulhamid Alfaris BS in Computer Science Hofuf, Saudi Arabia
Hazem Saad Alshahrani BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Abdulrahman Abdulkaleq Alshareef BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Joshua Bentley BS in Computer Science Altus, OK
Scott Travis Boese BS in Computer Science Elk City, OK
Camon Alexander Buller BS in Computer Science Midwest City, OK
Braton Ray Cloyd BS in Computer Science Woodward, OK
Curtis James Collins § BS in Computer Science Snyder, OK
Thomas Wade Crews BS in Computer Science El Reno, OK
Brian Scott Evans BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Jameel Mustafa Fatani » BS in Computer Science Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Adriel L. Fillippini § BS in Computer Science Nicoma Park, OK
Jack Guillory » BS in Computer Science El Reno, OK
Ryan Scott Henson BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Tyler Blair Henson BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Weston Tanner Hininger » BS in Computer Science Woodward, OK
Kelly G. Lockhart BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Payton Marsh BS in Computer Science Thomas, OK
Blaine Thomas Matthews BS in Computer Science Okarche, OK
Jaclyn Michele Myburgh ‡ BS in Computer Science Owasso, OK
Varun Reddy Nagireddy § BS in Computer Science Nalgonda, India
Richard Will Patterson BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Dean O. Phares § BS in Computer Science Burns Flat, OK
Ramone Quantez Robertson BS in Computer Science Midwest City, OK
Benjamin Austin Sanders § BS in Computer Science Chickasha, OK
Joshua Santos BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Shelby W. Steiner BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Amy M. Vantrease § BS in Computer Science Mannford, OK
Jennifer J. Barnette BS in Organizational Leadership Cordell, OK
Emily Buckmaster BS in Organizational Leadership Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Mark Fischer BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Belinda Leah Graham § BS in Organizational Leadership Willow, OK
Jesse Hernandez BS in Organizational Leadership Enid, OK
Christine Leigh Tomlinson BS in Organizational Leadership Oklahoma City, OK
Amanda Volner » BS in Organizational Leadership Elk City, OK
Kiley Wilson BS in Organizational Leadership Norman, OK
Amanda Jo Ann Adney § BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Fahd Marzouq Alamri Alharbi BS in Engineering Technology Madinah, Saudi Arabia
Ammar Ismail A. Alkhalaf BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, AR
Mindil Oudah Alkhaldi BS in Engineering Technology Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Ibrahim Saad Almutairi BS in Engineering Technology Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Husein Ali Musbit Alshammari BS in Engineering Technology Hail, Saudi Arabia
Rami Ahmad Alshammari BS in Engineering Technology Dammam, Saudi Arabia
Cassidy Joe Baker BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Greco Dewey Beach BS in Engineering Technology Mustang, OK
Winston Lewis Brown BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Daniel Eli Butcher § BS in Engineering Technology Elk City, OK
Luke Carpenter BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Landen Louis Martinez Carson BS in Engineering Technology Midwest City, OK
Cristhian Alfonso Casillas BS in Engineering Technology Kingfisher, OK
Hugo Enrique Chaparro BS in Engineering Technology Sayre, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Kelby C. Cook » BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
John Tyler Ebisch BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Ivan Rigoberto Escobedo-Martinez BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
David Lee Garza BS in Engineering Technology Elk City, OK
Ashlee Beitinger BS in Engineering Technology Denton, TX
Allyson Bree Heskett § BS in Engineering Technology Kingfisher, OK
Dillon James Heskett BS in Engineering Technology Ponca City, OK
Derek M. Inman BS in Engineering Technology Claremore, OK
Ingrid Lynn Simmons Law BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Derek David Lawrence BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Tyler Alan Lenhart BS in Engineering Technology Blanchard, OK
Turki Fahad Abdallah Mohammed BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Margaret Lea Musser BS in Engineering Technology Amarillo, TX
Nkengasong Ntonghanwah BS in Engineering Technology Bowie, MD
Rocklin Joseph Pankhurst BS in Engineering Technology Cordell, OK
Adam Dean Pearson BS in Engineering Technology Cheyenne, OK
Reece L. Pfenninger BS in Engineering Technology Blanchard, OK
Bryson Ridley § BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Jordon Kaly Sage BS in Engineering Technology Gracemont, OK
Dylan Cole Seitter BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Javier Torres BS in Engineering Technology Clinton, OK
Brinden Wallace BS in Engineering Technology Henryetta, OK
Tyler L. Williams BS in Engineering Technology Sapulpa, OK
Brandon Wrobbel BS in Engineering Technology Cleveland, OK
Habeeb Manar A1 Fateel BS in Industrial Technolog Norman, OK
William Cody Alexander BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Nader Abdulkareem Alghamdi BS in Industrial Technology Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Abdulmohsen Almarri BS in Industrial Technology Alkhafan, Saudi Arabia
Nicolas Cornu de Olmos BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Brookson J. Creason BS in Industrial Technology Sapulpa, OK
Sydney Nii Okai Hammond BS in Industrial Technology Moore, OK
Colton Lee Harry BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Tyler Allen Henry BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Brittany Paige Mason BS in Industrial Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Tanner Chase McLaird BS in Industrial Technology Elgin, OK
Austin Wayne Palmer BS in Industrial Technology Grandfield, OK
Joe D. Resneder BS in Industrial Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Cody Lane Teel BS in Industrial Technology Hammon, OK
Clay David Walker BS in Industrial Technology Hammon, OK
Mason Matthew Ware » BS in Industrial Technology Pocasset, OK
Talon Brady Watkins BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Kimberly Marie Ciaybaugh BS in Athletic Training Tulsa, OK
Sean Robert East BS in Athletic Training Sapulpa, OK
Joshua Alan Gower BS in Athletic Training Newkirk, OK
Joseph Leven BS in Athletic Training Newkirk, OK
LaurieBeth Marie Nye BS in Athletic Training Enid, OK
Cheyenne Kristine Buckner § BS in Athletic Training Newkirk, OK
Mshal Abdullah Almaqbal » BS in Health Care Administration Tabouk, Saudi Arabia
Amal Musleh Alrewaithi » BS in Health Care Administration Shawnee, OK
Salman Mohammad Alsalman » BS in Health Care Administration Alhafif, Saudi Arabia
Jenny Brorsen BS in Health Care Administration Perry, OK
Shelby Breann Calkins § BS in Health Care Administration Taloga, OK
Robert D. Chambers BS in Health Care Administration Hydro, OK
Angela Davis BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Celeste M. Day BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Taylor Page Eaves BS in Health Care Administration Farmersville, TX
Shayla D. Epperly BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Jordan Nicole Fletcher BS in Health Care Administration Minco, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);  ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Jessie Rae Goodwin BS in Health Care Administration Rockwall, TX
Julie Renee Green § BS in Health Care Administration Maysville, OK
Satora Lorraine Johnson BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Jodi Dawn Jones § BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Rachel Elizabeth Kidd BS in Health Care Administration Wheeler, TX
Christi Michelle Kiefer BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Miranda Lynne Lopez BS in Health Care Administration Forgan, OK
Bonnie Skylar McDaniel BS in Health Care Administration Holdenville, OK
Shelby Lynn Mclntire BS in Health Care Administration Mustang, OK
Jenna Rachel Milkeraitis BS in Health Care Administration Clinton, OK
Shawnda Nicole Morris BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Abigail Faye Odle BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Kelsey Ann Pierce BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Brandy Kay Robison BS in Health Care Administration Holdenville, OK
Lacey Ann Saucier BS in Health Care Administration Elgin, OK
Amy Lynn Scott BS in Health Care Administration El Reno, OK
Adam Christian Seigrist BS in Health Care Administration El Maton, TX
Rauchel Rene Walker BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Heather Jackson Williams BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Kay Woods BS in Health Care Administration Westvillc, OK
Farhayah Zahid BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Loritta M. Black » BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Rita Bayaasan Dakurah BS in Health Information Management Lawton, OK
Jana R. Davis BS in Health Information Management Mustang, OK
Jennifer Lynn Decker BS in Health Information Management Hobart, OK
Jordan Leigh Doris BS in Health Information Management Claremore, OK
Lauren Conley Fallis BS in Health Information Management Choctaw, OK
Toni Gant BS in Health Information Management Tulsa, OK
Haley Ann Haskell » BS in Health Information Management Colony, OK
Hailey Brooke Hrbacek BS in Health Information Management Apache, OK
Hannah June Kelley » BS in Health Information Management Altus, OK
Bryan Daniel Kirby BS in Health Information Management Broken Arrow, OK
Jessica Briggs Lewis BS in Health Information Management Frederick, OK
Pamela J. Mammedaty BS in Health Information Management Cache, OK
Kayla Marie Worzalla Shade § BS in Health Information Management Oklahoma City, OK
Amber Kaye-Lea Stark § BS in Health Information Management Wylie, TX
Krystal Brooke Taylor BS in Health Information Management Choctaw, OK
Amanda Renee Holman § BAS in Health Science Clinton, OK
Stephanie Elaine Mitchell BAS in Health Science Woodward, OK
Michael Babatunde Adefolarin BS in Health Sciences Arlington, TX
Allison Alvarado BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Landon Brown BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
Elena Marie Bustos » BS in Health Sciences Duke, OK
Elibeth Cardwell BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Josie Taylor Carrell BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Kaitlyn Renee Cotton » BS in Health Sciences Stillwater, OK
Cady Ann Craddick » BS in Health Sciences Hinton, OK
Jacee LeeAnn Crawford BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
William Hunter Dinkines § BS in Health Sciences Edmond, OK
Tatiana LaRue Dye BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Macey Lynn Fuchs » BS in Health Sciences Elk City, OK
Jacy Donn Gillenwaters BS in Health Sciences Mooreland, OK
Kori Anna Hall § BS in Health Sciences Rolla, KS
Christian Hollister » BS in Health Sciences Hobart, OK
Rukayat Ifeoma Idris BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Augustus Jumper BS in Health Sciences Geary, OK
Rachel Elizabeth Kidd BS in Health Sciences Wheeler, TX
Angelica Marie Lajaunie BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Ciara Danielle Lansdon BS in Health Sciences Wheat Ridge, CO
Maiy P. Le BS in Health Sciences Bethany, OK
Bailey Jordan McCann BS in Health Sciences Anadarko, OK
Leah Diane McDonald ‡ BS in Health Sciences Mountain View, OK
Bethaney Noelle Meier § BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Seth Wayne Odam ‡ BS in Health Sciences Tuttle, OK
Celia Margarita Ramirez BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Reyna Ciystal Rezendis BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Kyla L. Rowe BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Sherilyn Nicole Scott ‡ BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Taylor Jordan Shelton BS in Health Sciences Hydro, OK
Karen Ashley Stephens BS in Health Sciences Verden, OK
Kwame Antoine Tate BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Legend Nicole Tate BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Elijah Joseph Tedder BS in Health Sciences Rush Springs, OK
Payton Michael Warren BS in Health Sciences Choctaw, OK
Emily Baal man » BS in Nursing Owasso, OK
Christopher Anthony Barnhill, Jr. BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Katelynn Marie Black BS in Nursing McLoud, OK
Darian Iman Kinney Bradford BS in Nursing Colbert, OK
Taylor Elizabeth Bromlow ‡ BS in Nursing Canton, OK
Kenda Danielle Case BS in Nursing Enid, OK
Baylee Lynn Chisum BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Devin N. Connell BS in Nursing Sayre, OK
Joel Steven Curtis BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Austin Charles Eaton § BS in Nursing Shawnee, OK
Logan Taylor Ellzey BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Courtney Ann Ernst BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Stormy Mae Foley BS in Nursing Burns Flat, OK
Alexandria Marie Garza BS in Nursing Lindsay, OK
Tara Shea Jones BS in Nursing Carnegie, OK
Shaylee Elizabeth Kilhoffer BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
DaLey Layne McGuire BS in Nursing Watonga, OK
Allison Chapuis Mills ‡ BS in Nursing Mobile, AL
Khanh Kelly Nguyen » BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Chance Leon Perry BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Rebecca Lynne Moffitt BS in Nursing Broken Arrow, OK
Lauren Evelyn Prewett § BS in Nursing Duncan, OK
James Tyler Ray BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Tosha Redd BS in Nursing Elk City, OK
Christopher Robert Reyes BS in Nursing Cache, OK
Kylee Jade Sawatzky BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Meagan Ruth Saxton § BS in Nursing Tulsa, OK
Delaney Macall Sharry BS in Nursing Binger, OK
Abby Sheik § BS in Nursing Newkirk, OK
Taylor Jolene Smith § BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Corrine Nicole Stanley BS in Nursing Harrah, OK
Jennifer P. Torres BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Mai Hong Tran BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Rachel Michelle Watkins BS in Nursing Edmond, OK
Emma Claire Wedel BS in Nursing Tulsa, OK
Jessica Lynn Ashworth BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Raeshele Badgwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Depew, OK
Sara Jane Baird ‡ BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Amanda Brooke Bell BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Tahlequah, OK
Lacey Dawn Benda BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Andrew Benfield BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Sharon Kanaga Benigar BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
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Rebekah Sue Berry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Nicolle DayAaron Bevington BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Shasta Michelle Blake BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Henryetta, OK
Ashley Raye Bouknight § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Ciara Marie Bowlin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hulbert, OK
Frannie E. Brake BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Heidi Lynn Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Weatherford, OK
Krista D. Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Matthew Aaron Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tracy Kathleen Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
Ronda G. Brownd BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Monica Brownfield BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Jimi Bryen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lexington, OK
Shayla Nicole Buck § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Loyal, OK
Tracy Dawn Burns BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Salina, OK
Adele M. Burt BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Donald R. Cain BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Houston, TX
Victoria Leigh Carroll BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Cortnie Janie Chesser BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Cassandra Grace Clark § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Katherine Jane Taber BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Milly Song Cox BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Dulce Corazon E. Cutty » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
April Lynn Devereaux BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
Huong M. Doan BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Danielle Jenette Duguid BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Megan Edison BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Neica LaVonne Edwards BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Carrie A. England BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Claremore, OK
Graciela Lopez Flsquivel BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Rachel Mary Eudey § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Cassandra Marie Filip BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Cori Miranda Fritzler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
LeaAna Robison Gallemore BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Faith Eileigh Garrett § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Denise Gasper BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Ashley D. Gibson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Kingfisher, OK
Cortney Giles BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Mikah Renee Glasby BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Jenks, OK
Kristin Glover BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Marlow, OK
Dao The Anh Goodnight » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Hannah Rae Goodspeed BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Rachel Ashley Gould BS in Nursing - RN to BSN West Jordan, UT
Roberta Jean Graham BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Leigh Ann Gwin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Purcell, OK
David Walter Hackett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Alyssa Nichole Hafenbrack BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Warner, OK
Christopher M. Hanna BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Rebecca Kathleen Heaton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Brittani Heflin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Tonya N. Henderson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Skiatook, OK
Lindsey Rae Herrin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Linh Hoang BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Garden Grove, CA
Carrie Dawn Hubert BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Danielle Scott Hunter BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Sarah Danyeall Jacobs BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Carley Jordan James BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Hartley Shaye James » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); Records fthi Cmisary GenlofSubistc - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Jenna Lee Jarrett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tecumseh, OK
Lizanne Michelle Jennings § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Sunnia Johns BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Stefani Gael Johnson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Whitney Sage Jones BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Beaverton, OR
Lanette Davina Julian BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Moses Mungai Kamuiru § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Armenda Lyne Kates § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Keota, OK
Molly Keochanthanivong BS in Nursing - RN ro BSN Aims, OK
Donald Robert Kern, Jr. BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tiffany A. Kilhoffer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elk City, OK
Ashley Lynne King BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sand Springs, OK
Jennifer Renae Knopp BS in Nursing - RN ro BSN Cashion, OK
Daniel Stephen Kozora § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Dallas, TX
Sarah Ann Laing BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kimberly Kay Langton § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Brianna Laree Lasley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Melissa SueAnn Gatliff Lavallee BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Sarah R. Lawson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Kari Lefebvre BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Irene N. Lewis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Kathryn Ann Lower BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Kayla Jana Lunsford BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Krista Jeane Dee Lynn BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Kassidy L. Malone BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Serena Lurline Marks BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fort Gibson, OK
Christy Ann Marsley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Sheila Marie Cook BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Anthony Ndegwa Mathenge § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Katherine Anne Mulligan BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Liberal, KS
Jane-Francis Mbong Ndenka BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bowie, MD
Regina Newby BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Hung M. Nguyen BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Midway City, CA
Chioma Nwugwo Kem BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Vestal, NY
Oluwatoyin Ojo BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mansfield, TX
Chukwuka Benneth Osuorji BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Tabitha Jean Parks BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Hoyt, OK
Maria N. Patterson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Lauren Nicole Perez § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Lena Marie Pizzolato BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Okmulgee, OK
Paige Ashley Poeling BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Clinton, OK
Kacy D. Presnell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Sharon Kay Ramsey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Ayssia Rawlings BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Kayla Marie Redmon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
April Rempe BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Emily Catherine Wilkerson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Sheila Samandi BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Deanna B. Selk BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Danielle Nicole Selvidge BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Dustin, OK
Kaleigh Nichole Sidwell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Shawnee, OK
Katherine Anne Marie Siemens BS in Nursing - RN ro BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Megan Denise Sills BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Samantha Michele Lee Sites BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Morris, OK
Kelsey Leann Spradley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Glenpool, OK
Clinton Kenneth Stanley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Glenpooi, OK
Letha Shannon Starchman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Courtney Nicole Stark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75);  ‡  - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Katelyn Miranda Stimpson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Gracemont, OK
Rickka Catesse Edwards BS in Nursing-RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jessica Lynn Suske BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Alaina Reneau Swanson » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Deborah F. Taiwo BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Isabel Terrazas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Altus, OK
Alyson Nicole Tinney BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Sarah Rosa Vega BS in Nutsing - RN to BSN Surprise, AZ
Nicole D. Waddle § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Chelsea Ryan Walker § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Depew, OK
Caroline Irene Wall » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Brandi Leigh Ward BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tipton, OK
Lista Marie Watkins BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Park Hill, OK
Cassandra Don Waymire § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Tyler Wayne White » BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Regan Wickwire § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Chelsi Marie Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Rush Springs, OK
Jalyn Dane Willis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Park Hill, OK
Haley Nycole Wilson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Mallory Morgan Wion § BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sapulpa, OK
Haleigh Brooke Wisotsky BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Jenks, OK
Lauren Elizabeth Zellmer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kayla Ann Zoch BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Masters Degrees — College of Professional and Graduate Studies
Kyle Jason Bartel Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Robert W. Battles Master of Business Administration Elk City, OK
Joshua Andrew Beauregard Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Hemanth Chandrashekhara Master of Business Administration Sagara, India
Tara Mercedes DeLonais Master of Business Administration Lawton, OK
Victoria L.eigh Denny Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Dayna Janine Dick Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Victoria Leigh Dobbie Master of Business Administration McKinney, TX
Jessica Lynn Easterwood Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Egoh Sylvia Ngeh Master of Business Administration Randburg, South Africa
Victoria Marie Feldkamp Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Sarai Danielle Flynn Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Reba Dawn Cillispie Master of Business Administration Ardmore, OK
Hayden Edward Harrington Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Jack William Hartman Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Andrew Mark Hayes Master of Business Administration Broken Arrow, OK
Jessica Lynn Heiser Master of Business Administration Altus, OK
Julia Kay Hendrickson Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
Luma Hilal Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Deepashree Hosahalli Nagaraj Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Jacoby Nicole Hotsenpiller Master of Business Administration Louisburg, KS
Lauren Taylor Howerton Master of Business Administration Tulsa, OK
Rachel Hurt Master of Business Administration Newcastle, OK
Taylor Ryan Inman Master of Business Administration Claremore, OK
Rashmi Kama Master of Business Administration Kathmandu, Nepal
Deepak Chakravarthi Karthikeyan Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Pramod Kempsagara Nagarajaiah Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Harshith Keshava Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Taylor Alexandra Kline Master of Business Administration Springdale, AR
Patra Kositchaiwat Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Smitha Krishna Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Casey Dawn Merryman Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laudc (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Lindsey Anne Morgan Master of Business Administration Stillwater, OK
Deena Mufees Master of Business Administration Mysore, India
Ashley Ann Neville Master of Business Administration Tipton, IA
Duyen Ngoc Nguyen Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Levi Nicholson Master of Business Administration Severance, CO
Devon Vincent Peetoom Master of Business Administration Bluff City, KS
Jessica Penner Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Krishna Pavan Pinnamaneni Master of Business Administration Aswapuram, India
Jessica Nichole Holsted-Porter Master of Business Administration El Reno, OK
Kavya Sridhar Rao Master of Business Administration Shimoga, India
Veronica Joy Volkmann Rhodes Master of Business Administration Clinton, OK
Gentry James Rogers Master of Business Administration Rockwall, TX
Bronson Mitchell Sapp Master of Business Administration Tuttle, OK
Laci Dawn Sawatzky Master of Business Administration Clinton, OK
Alaric Duane Serjeant Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Shamla Beevi Sharafudeen Master of Business Administration Kollam, India
Pranjali Sharma Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Divya Singh Master of Business Administration Tiuri, India
Katey Lynn Sluder Master of Business Administration Blanchard, OK
Griffin Steele Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Leesa R. Stinson Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Kelsey Lauren Watkins Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Candice Marie Anthony MEd in Art Weatherford, OK
Christian Matthew Meeks MEd in Biomedical Sci and Microbiology Sallisaw, OK
Tyler Cole Watson MEd in Biomedical Sci and Microbiology Oklahoma City, OK
Jazmin Celeste Alvarado MEd in Classroom Teaching Elk City, OK
Victoria Elizabeth Brack MEd in Classroom Leaching Weatherford, OK
Alyssa Leigh Friesen MEd in Classroom Teaching Weatherford, OK
Katy Brett Kirkpatrick MEd in Classroom Teaching Thomas, OK
Grant Thomas Oliver MEd in Classroom Teaching Midwest City, OK
Resa D. Anthony MEd in Education Administration Mustang, OK
Steven Brent Antwine MEd in Education Administration Yukon, OK
April Aston MEd in Education Administration Clinton, OK
Ana M. Berry MEd in Education Administration Dustin, OK
Ravonda R. Bethel MEd in Education Administration Sallisaw, OK
Heather Hill Bledsoe MEd in Education Administration Yale, OK
Bret J. Bouher MEd in Education Administration Wagoner, OK
Spencer Duane Braggs MEd in Education Administration Norman, OK
Krista DeAnn Brandley MEd in Education Administration El Reno, OK
Vincent Shane Brashears MEd in Education Administration Sentinel, OK
Collin Dale Bricker MEd in Education Administration Piedmont, OK
Danny Douglas Britton MEd in Education Administration Burns Flat, OK
Melissa Ann Brown MEd in Education Administration Bixby, OK
Beth Ann Campriani MEd in Education Administration Chapel Hill, NC
Brandon Earnest Carr MEd in Education Administration Wagoner, OK
Tina Lynnae Clinton MEd in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Bob Cochran MEd in Education Administration Keyes, OK
Cassi Lyn Crowell MEd in Education Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Jared Lane Cudd MEd in Education Administration Arapaho, OK
Robert Brian Davis MF'd in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Owen Heath Dickson MEd in Education Administration Elk City, OK
Amber N. Dubuc MEd in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Donald Gaines MEd in Education Administration Taloga, OK
Connie Gallupe MEd in Education Administration Kingfisher, OK
Erica Goodson MEd in Education Administration Wagoner, OK
Brady Ray Haggard MEd in Education Administration Claremore, OK
DerethJ. Harrison MEd in Education Administration Blanchard, OK
Ashley Dawn Hensy MEd in Education Administration Pond Creek, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Charles Hensy MEd in Education Administration Pond Creek, OK
Amber N. Horn MEd in Education Administration Muskogee, OK
Adam G. Hull MEd in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Jamie Brooke Hyde MEd in Education Administration Carnegie, OK
LaQuisha Martin-Jackson MEd in Education Administration Broken Arrow, OK
Lea Christine Johnson MEd in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Cheyanne Elizabeth Jones MEd in Education Administration Tuttle, OK
Samira Khashayari MEd in Education Administration Newcastle, OK
Kendra Lynn Kilpatrick MEd in Education Administration Stillwater, OK
Annette Suzanne Long MEd in Education Administration Norman, OK
Jackie Michelle Mitts MEd in Education Administration Stillwater, OK
Natika Rachquelle Peterson MEM in Education Administration Hobart, OK
Kristina Diane Nelson MEd in Education Administration Reydon, OK
Zach Oliver MEd in Education Administration Yukon, OK
Dorman Allen Parsons MEd in Education Administration Chickasha, OK
Eric Michael Peterson MEM in Education Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Jylian Dianna Pinnell MEM in Education Administration Clinton, OK
Haley Michelle Price MEd in Education Administration Elk City, OK
Tara Nicole Pugh MEd in Education Administration Clinton, OK
Johnnie Brock Robison MEd in Education Administration Eairview, OK
Angela Kristene Smith ME’d in Education Administration Edmond, OK
Samantha L. Smith MEd in Education Administration Minco, OK
Jason Bruce Wallace MEd in Education Administration Weatherford, OK
Kevin Wattenbarger MEM in Education Administration Lawton, OK
Lindsay Brooke Williams MEM in Education Administration Ponca City, OK
Roger L. Williams MEd in Education Administration Henryetta, OK
Roderick A. Zachary MEd in Education Administration Mangum, OK
Jessica Egner MEM in Elementary Education Clinton, OK
Lauren M. Parenica ME’d in Natural Sciences Newalla, OK
Joseph Paul Alexander MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Bartlesville, OK
Jeremey L. Barnhill MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Jones, OK
Tucker Blackburn MEM in Parks and Recreation Management Cordell, OK
Kendra Maria Brown MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Gregory Feathers MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Grand Island, NY
Cameron David Gladd MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Elk City, OK
Erica Leigh lacoe MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Tulsa, OK
Daniel J. Labay MEM in Parks and Recreation Management Edmond, OK
Kenneth David Lehman MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Kearney, MO
Mackenzie Rae Lindley MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Watonga, OK
James Burke Rea MEd in Parks and Recreation Management Woodward, OK
Brooke Anne Wheelock MEM in Parks and Recreation Management Woodward, OK
Tracy L. Andrews MEM in Reading Specialist Washington, OK
Jennifer Olivia Estes MEd in Reading Specialist Corn, OK
Kristin Hall MEd in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Chelsey Renee Mawson MEM in Reading Specialist Henrietta, TX
Emily Nicole Geib MEd in Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Caroline Nicole Stalsworth MEd in Reading Specialist Newcastle, OK
Taler Janae Sawatzky Alexander MEM in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Derek E. Bennett MEd in School Counseling Logan, UT
Christi Beth Carson Bouma MEd in School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Molly Beth Colvin MEd in School Counseling Liberal, KS
Courtney Blake Frye MEd in School Counseling Bartlesville, OK
Amanda Beau Garner MEd in School Counseling Warner, OK
Kathy Hastings MEM in School Counseling Altus, OK
Keri May Hoffman MEd in School Counseling Clinton, OK
Travis W. Hopper MEM in School Counseling Blanchard, OK
Shaylee Raenay Kimbro MEM in School Counseling Ryan, OK
Brooke Ann Kusch MEM in School Counseling Eairview, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); »- Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Becky Lynn Lee MEd in School Counseling Dibble, OK
Jade Denise Martin MEd in School Counseling Granite, OK
Chelsea Ranae McClure MEd in School Counseling Haskell, OK
Charmin Michelle McElroy MEd in School Counseling Perkins, OK
Sheadrian Nicole Moore MEd in School Counseling Yukon, OK
Wynter L. Olson-Casallas MEd in School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Corie R. Orr MEd in School Counseling Wheeler, TX
Karen Eleanor Fellows-Orr MEd in School Counseling Collinsville, OK
Kelli Nicole Powell MEd in School Counseling Elk City, OK
Jamie Gail Ross MEd in School Counseling Pryor, OK
Amber Joyce Stephens MEd in School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Andrea Lynne Verser MEd in School Counseling Chickasha, OK
Jaide Nichelle Wallace MEd in School Counseling Warner, OK
Abigail Rae Wilson MEd in School Counseling Choctaw, OK
Kyra Renee Archer MEd in School Psychometry Frankfort, IL
Jalonda Reye Bengs MEd in School Psychometry Clinton, OK
Emily Frances Campbell MEd in School Psychometry Weatherford, OK
Quinton Ray Castleberry MEd in School Psychometry Madill, OK
Stephanie Ann Costello MEd in School Psychometry Elk City, OK
Morgan Paige Fairchild MEd in School Psychometry Depew, OK
Tiffany Griffin MEd in School Psychometry Oklahoma City, OK
Mindy L. Hawthorne MEd in School Psychometry Altus, OK
Dianna M. Heckert MEd in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
Hannah M. Griffis MEd in School Psychometry Oklahoma City, OK
Amanda Marie Klein MEd in School Psychometry Lawton, OK
Bobbie Kohler Pate MEd in School Psychometry Rocky, OK
Morgan Elizabeth Ramsfield MEd in School Psychometry Mustang, OK
Kane Jane Read MEd in School Psychometry Tuttle, OK
Shelley D. Ricci MEd in School Psychometry Cache, OK
Mica LeeAnn Smith MEd in School Psychometry Norman, OK
Randie Michelle Lee MEd in Social Sciences Tuttle, OK
Dalynna Ann Parker MEd in Social Sciences Clinton, OK
Joshua Lee Garren MEd in Social Sciences Weatherford, OK
Sarah Marie Chalfant-Allen MEd in Special Education Sayre, OK
Gena Marie Davis MEd in Special Education Canton, OK
Robyn A. Keele MEd in Special Education Yukon, OK
Mika Elaine Kelly MEd in Special Education El Reno, OK
Hailey Raetz MEd in Special Education Oklahoma City, OK
Amy Donielle Ross MEd in Special Education Oklahoma City, OK
Regena Ann Sanders MEd in Special Education Yukon, OK
Elizabeth Shinn MEd in Special Education Edmond, OK
Amy Dawn Yousey MEd in Special Education Oklahoma City, OK
Kira Stephanie Bertrand MEd in Sports Management Brampton, Canada
Joanna C. Collins MEd in Sports Management Frisco, TX
Christina Marie Darras MEd in Sports Management Gilbert, AZ
Chad Alan Ehrhart MEd in Sports Management Norman, OK
Catherine B. Fulton MEd in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
Jonathan Garfield MEd in Sports Management Cupertino, CA
James Scott Grinde MEd in Sports Management Warrensburg, MO
Tyler William Hancock MEd in Sports Management Washington, OK
Jessica K’Leigh Heard MEd in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
Spencer Ryan Hittle MEd in Sports Management Arlington, TX
Bryan Dean Holt ME'd in Sports Management Sentinel, OK
Javer Javier Kadeem Lewis MEd in Sports Management Idabel, OK
Kaitlyn Andrea Munger MEd in Sports Management Sapulpa, OK
Caitlin Elizabeth Ogletree MEd in Sports Management Weatherford, OK
Cade Ryan Oiler MEd in Sports Management Billings, OK
Gregory DeWayne Thrasher Jr. MEd in Sports Management Carrollton, TX
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Alexander Robert Wierzbicki MEd in Sports Management Beaufort, SC
Walter Leonard Wright II MEd in Sports Management Blair, OK
Kathleen Anne Crook Jung MM in Instrumental Music Education Okeene, OK
Tiffany Marie Piper MM in Instrumental Music Education Enid, OK
Alexander L. Davis MM in Performance Marietta, GA
Oscar Alejandro Hernandez MM in Performance Chickasha, OK
Robert J. Miller MM in Performance Lawton, OK
Enid Marie Van Treese MM in Performance Oklahoma City, OK
Lisa Marie Lumry MSN in Nursing Administration Midwest City, OK
Katherine Nicole Carter MS in Community Counseling Yukon, OK
Lynett CherelP Cram MS in Community Counseling Yukon, OK
Crystal Dawn Gaylord MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Heidi Ann Britton MS in Community Counseling Yukon, OK
Anne Frances Pelletier MS in Community Counseling Blair, OK
Destiny Terry MS in Community Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Glenda S. Davison II MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Prague, OK
Allison Lee Dube MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Stephanie D. Helmke Costello MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Wichita, KS
Jordan Danielle Keeler MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Marlow, OK
Mindy Celeste Knight MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Nicole Leanne Lamar MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Elk City, OK
Erin Yvette Schmidt MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Priscilla Perales Stuart MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Dallas, TX
Ashley Wells MS in Healthcare Informatics and Info Mgmt Piedmont, OK
Meaghan Michelle Smith MS in Management Yukon, OK
Carrie Ann Compton EdS in School Psychology Binger, OK
Monica Lee Dandridge EdS in School Psychology Stihvell, OK
Jill Evans Dunn EdS in School Psychology Harrah, OK
MaKenzie LoBaugh EdS in School Psychology Yukon, OK
Mathew M. Samargis EdS in School Psychology Stilwell, OK
Doctoral Degrees — College of Pharmacy
* indicates that the graduate simultaneously earned an MBA and PharmD
Angelina Anaya-Hernandez Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Nana Boakyewaa Opoku Asante Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Nkegoa Ateh Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Nicholas Paul Austin Doctor of Pharmacy Gravette, AR
Brett Collin Baker Doctor of Pharmacy Ardmore, OK
Gabriel James Beadle Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Joshua Andrew Beauregard * § Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Thomas Bradley Bel lew Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Shelby Rae Bolen Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Trent Collin Brownen ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Katelyn Danielle Campsey ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Vernon, TX
Tori R. Chacon Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Tyler Michael Cole § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Kara Juh-Ree Crane Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Chelsea Nicole Crisp Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Phillip Andrew Michael Cupples Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Sunni Rae Daniel » Doctor of Pharmacy Atoka, OK
Annette Chamein De Santiago » Doctor of Pharmacy Guymon, OK
Tara Mercedes DeLonais * ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Victoria Leigh Denny * ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Kenan Leroy Denten Doctor of Pharmacy Forgan, OK
JeromyA. Dionne Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Christina Lynne Do Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
J. Nyema Elliott Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); » - Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡  - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Whitney Denise Evans Doctor of Pharmacy Checotah, OK
Sarai Danielle Flynn * § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Alexandria Loren Foster Doctor of Pharmacy Ciaremore, OK
Kyrsten Nicole Jennie Gamble § Doctor of Pharmacy Muskogee, OK
Reba Dawn Gillispie * § Doctor of Pharmacy Ardmore, OK
Kaili Naleialoha Givens Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw, OK
Jessica Denise Gomez Doctor of Pharmacy Kingfisher, OK
Megan Elizabeth Good § Doctor of Pharmacy Perryton, TX
Jesse Lawrence Hadley » Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Jessica Lynn Heiser * § Doctor of Pharmacy Altus, OK
Julia Kay Hendrickson * Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Cedric Alexander Henke-Rose § Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Aaron Stanford Hesler § Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater, OK
Luma Hilal * » Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Paige Elizabeth Holman » Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Taylor Jill Horyna Doctor of Pharmacy El Dorado, KS
Lauren Taylor Howerton * § Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Taylor Ryan Inman * Doctor of Pharmacy Ciaremore, OK
Sheena Ann Jacob Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Casey Dwayne Jiles Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Bethany Grace Johnson § Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Patra Kositchaiwat * Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kristine Yen Le Doctor of Pharmacy Mustang, OK
Rochelle Deon Leonard Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
KhangTri Luong Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Justin Ryan Lynn » Doctor of Pharmacy Mustang, OK
Melinda TuTran Mach Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Smith, AR
Gabriela Francesca Martinez » Doctor of Pharmacy Piedmont, OK
Justin Duane Meek Doctor of Pharmacy Davis, OK
Tanner Gayne Miller Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Ezekiel Lee Mills § Doctor of Pharmacy Springfield, MO
John Erickson Mitchell Doctor of Pharmacy Owasso, OK
Colton Edward Dean Moorman ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Sulphur Springs, AR
Lindsey Anne Morgan * ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater, OK
John Michael Moriarty » Doctor of Pharmacy Sperry, OK
Cody Don Moulton § Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Thad Ryan Mowdy Doctor of Pharmacy Lexington, OK
Madison Marie Murphy » Doctor of Pharmacy Grove, OK
Jennifer Ann Musgrove § Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Michael Huy Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Son Hoang Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Terry Nguyen § Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Uyen Tran Nguyen ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Jennifer Rose Nigh Doctor of Pharmacy Sapulpa, OK
Cassandra Kambili Obi § Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Davie Kay Owen Doctor of Pharmacy Piedmont, OK
Ken Luong Pham Doctor of Pharmacy Richardson, TX
Thanh Tuyen Vu Pham Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Stephen Paul Riley Doctor of Pharmacy Wichita Falls, TX
Michael Scott Robinson Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Tyler Charles Roper Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kolten Rozell Doctor of Pharmacy Sentinel, OK
Lyan Van Russell § Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Elizabeth Anne Sandmann § Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Nicole Elizabeth Schmitz » Doctor of Pharmacy Katy, TX
Tara Jade Schultz Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Kyle Lee Sconyers Doctor of Pharmacy Poteau, OK
Katey Lynn Sluder * § Doctor of Pharmacy Blanchard, OK
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Vonya Nicole Streetz ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Guy-Benjamin W. Strickland Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Eric Andersen Stukey Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Shay L. Swartwood » Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Enjema N. Tanifum Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Stefanie Ann Thayer Doctor of Pharmacy Midwest City, OK
Santhosh Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Joshua Paul Thompson § Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Aimee Lynn Tran » Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Johnathan P. Tran » Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Trang Minh Tran » Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Brandon Kim Truong Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
David Tri Cong Truong Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan Thomas Varghese Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Dominic Vo Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Chandra Vue * Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Anna Lenore Wallis Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Kelsey Lauren Watkins * Doctor of Pharmacy Enid, OK
Scott Allen Welch II Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Smith, AR
Corey L. Williams § Doctor of Pharmacy Hot Springs, AR
Justyn Keath Williams Doctor of Pharmacy El Reno, OK
Michael Don Woods ‡ Doctor of Pharmacy Woodward, OK
Blake Anthony Worlund Doctor of Pharmacy Shawnee, OK
H - Honors Program; § - Cum Laude (GPA > 3.5); »- Magna Cum Laude (GPA > 3.75); ‡ - Summa Cum Laude (GPA > 3.9)
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Distinguished Alumni
Jack Bonny of Elk City is a Class of 1962 and 1966 graduate. He served in the 
Oklahoma Legislature as a state representative for 12 years. He is a former teacher 
and also former mayor of Burns Flat.
Bonny taught 21 years. He has two children—Jackie Bonny and Christy Bonny 
Browning—and four grandchildren—Eric and Lynsey Browning and Brittany and 
Brooke Bonny.
Lori (Baker) Boyd is Class of 1997. She began her tenure at The Childrens Center 
Rehabilitation Hospital in 1997 as the accounts payable clerk. Since that time, she 
has held the positions of business office director, administrative projects coordinator 
and vice president of special projects. Boyd was named president of operations in 
2014 and Chief Operating Office in 2016. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Healthcare Administration from SWOSU and Master of Health Administration 
(MHA) degree from the University of Oklahoma.
Joey M. Martin comes from a long line of proud Bulldogs and is a member of the 
Class of 1988 and 1991.
Martin received the Bachelor of Music Education (’88) and Master of Music 
(’91) from SWOSU. His time at SWOSU culminated with a one-year sabbatical 
replacement for a professor. Following his time at SWOSU, he taught at Northeastern 
State University for four years before moving to Austin (TX), where he received a 
Doctor of Musical Arts in 2000 from the University of Texas. After a one-year appointment as the 
interim director of choral activities at UT-Austin, he was hired at Texas State University, formerly 
Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos, where he continues to teach as professor of music 
and associate dean for the College of Fine Arts & Communication.
Lori A. (Wallace) Harper is vice president, Supply Chain Management, at Ingalls 
Shipbuilding in Pascagoula (MS). Harper is a member of the Class of 1993.
Harper joined Ingalls in 2002 and has held leadership positions in multiple areas. 
Prior to joining Ingalls, Harper held leadership positions with several Fortune 500 
companies in the aerospace and defense, petrochemical, and services industries. 
Harper received a Bachelor in Business Administration from SWOSU and an MBA 
from William Carey College. She has completed leadership training at the University of Virginias 
Darden School of Business and is a certified Six Sigma Green Belt.
In 2015, Harper was named one of Mississippi’s Top 10 Business Women by Mississippi Business 
Journal.
The late Patrick Riley Griffin was a member of the Class of 1962 and 1968. He was a 
public school teacher, counselor and administrator in Clinton, Altus and Oklahoma 
City (Northwest Classen, Grant, Douglass and Southeast). Griffin was the first 
African American to play on the SWOSU football team and run for the SWOSU 
track and field team.
He graduated from Weatherford High School, where he was the first African 
American to play on the WHS football team and was also the first African American to be selected 
as football homecoming king.
Griffin received his Bachelor of Science in Education (Class of 1962) and his Master in Counseling 
(Class of 1968) degrees from SWOSU. His professional career spanned 30 years.

